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Workplace Context 
▪Poor productivity and productivity growth in
the English economy

▪Inadequate and fragmentary VET provision in
England

▪Overemphasis on task based skills and narrow
focus of job specification in large sectors of the
English economy

▪Lack of autonomy affects job satisfaction and
performance



Transformers Project
▪English context of employer led skills
development

▪Aimed to build connections between vocational
educators and employers to support work
based learning

▪Identified and analysed a number of aspects of
work based learning

▪Emphasis on highlighting the significant
dependence between skills and training, and
workplace cultures and practices
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Transformers Project 
Outcomes

The project refreshed thinking in participating
organisations about:

▪workforce recruitment

▪workforce development

▪apprenticeships both recruitment and
development

▪working with learning providers or in-house
development and/or training teams

▪working innovatively in collaboration across
sector networks



Methodology
▪Virtually no literature on methodologies for
measuring autonomy in the British workplace
▪New approach to measuring workplace
autonomy in England using an application of the
methodology of the Transformers Project
▪Workplace know how broadly distinguishes
into skills required to perform particular types
of tasks and transversal level abilities
▪Transversal level abilities are both those
generally encompassed by planning and
individual ones such as communication, critical
thinking, evaluation, problem solving and
teamwork
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Autonomy, Agency and 
Expertise



Autonomy, Agency and 
Expertise
▪Conceptual approach to workplace autonomy
taken here is that a reasonable proxy for and
measure of it is the display of transversal
abilities



Conclusion
▪Worker agency, workplace autonomy and
productivity are strongly related

▪Scope for improving worker autonomy in the English
workplace

▪Research establishes proof of concept for exploring a
new approach to measuring workplace autonomy in
the UK

▪Consider trialling it as an approach to increase
workplace autonomy, improve VET and job redesign

▪Major challenge to engage employers and
organisations at scale with this kind of activity
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